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– C O N S E R V AT I O N  A M B A S S A D O R S  –

OCEAN RAMSEY

Ocean is the dive safety officer,
head field researcher, and the founder
of the “The Pelagic Shark Program”.
Above all, she’s a shark lover.

MARIASOLE BIANCO

Mariasole is the president and founder
of Worldrise.
She’s an expert in conservation and 
management of marine protected areas
and  member of the world commission
on protected areas of the IUCN.
Above all, she’s an ocean lover.



– F R E E  T H E  S E A  –

How can yesterday’s water bottle help 
keep tomorrow’s water clean? 

When it’s part of North Sails’ Free The Sea 
collection made entirely from Recover 
Blue, an innovative new fabric blended 
from 100% recycled cotton and PET 
bottles. 

Help spread the word: conservation never 
felt so good.  



– # B AT T I 5  –

• It’s a programme for kids between 9 and 11 years old.

• It’s divided in 3 phases: lesson at school; beach 

cleaning; artworks with plastic.

• https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oP0m9xkz-

ZtiPsYFweAMlt8WAXCfFDWe/view

• North Sails supports the programme in Italy and abroad. 

– N S  k i t  –

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oP0m9xkz-ZtiPsYFweAMlt8WAXCfFDWe/view


– N O R T H  S A I L S  M A N I F E S T O  –

Every breath you take and every drop of water you drink comes from the sea. 
The ocean generates 50% of the oxygen we breathe, it regulates the climate and is an essential source of food, energy and life. 
In fact, it is so vast that we often consider it limitless; able to satisfy our increasing needs and remaining immune to human 
interactions.
Although we cannot deny that something is changing.
For years, a huge quantity of metals, plastic and pesticides have been pouring into the ocean compromising its flora and fauna.
It is estimated that 8 million tons of plastic pollute it each year – that’s a truck full of plastic every minute. 
If we continue this way, by 2050 there will be more plastic in the ocean than fishes.
The good news is that is not too late to take actions and changes can be reached starting by small daily gestures and individual
choices.
North Sails has its roots in the sea and decided to act for it, by raising awareness on the issue of plastic pollution in the ocean. 
We are only at the beginning of this challenging, yet stimulating, journey. Starting from Spring/Summer ’18, we’re donating 1% 
of our revenues to the Ocean Family Foundation and investing in a communication aimed to this objective.
These are just little steps but, as you know, every great sea crossing must be dealt wave after wave. 

GoBeyond Plastic



– C A M PA I G N  –

GoBeyond Plastic

No longer is plastic a mere threat to our seas, it is 
now a reality that emerges more clearly every day.
The film's elegant, dreamlike quality is an attempt 
by its young director, Marco Prestini, to portray a 
surreal yet tragically plausible scenario: a sea awash 
with plastic waste, perceived with dramatic 
nonchalance by its characters.
Now is the time to embrace change, starting with 
little everyday actions.
We still have time to take action and we must do it 
now.
Together.

P.S. Palma Pictures, which supported us in the 
filming of this spot, was awarded sustainability 
certification some time ago.



– M E D I A  P L A N  I N T E R N AT I O N A L  –

The video is really strong and impactful.
Therefore we have decided to plan an International 
digital campaign that will hit Italy, Spain, Germany, 
France, UK and the Netherlands.

We will have paid video banners on YouTube, 
Spotify, Instagram, Facebook and programmatic
ADV on the main national homepages talking about
news, fashion, lifestyle (i.e. Corriere and Esquire in 
Italy, El Mundo and YoDona in Spain, Suddeutsche
Zeitung and GQ in Germany).

The available video formats are 50’’ – 30’’ (full 
video) plus 15’’ – 6’’ (teasers). For anything you
may need, please refer to the Marketing Team.



– F I R S T  P R O D U C T  E D I T O R I A L S –


